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bmw n47 is a four cylinder common rail diesel engine that has many improvements over its
predecessor the m47 in 2014 it was replaced with the b47 the usa market never received b47 engine
the only b engine in the us for a diesel was a b57 6 cyl in 2018 540d the newest 4 cylinder
diesel in the us was n47tu bmw n47 engines received common rail injection system and
turbocharging with intercooler the turbine used on the first versions 116 hp and 143 hp is the
n47 engine in the f30 320d produces 181 horsepower peaking at 4 000 rpm and 280 lb ft of torque
between 1 750 and 2 750 rpm while the b47 in the g20 320d generates 188 horsepower at 4 000 rpm
and 295 lb ft of torque between 1 750 and 2 500 rpm discover the evolution of bmw s n47 engine
from early reliability issues to its current status as a paragon of performance and dependability
the bmw n47 engine produced from 2007 to 2014 is a notable powerplant known for its balance of
performance and fuel efficiency featuring a four cylinder inline configuration the n47 engine
embodies bmw s commitment to engineering precision delivering both power and refinement no cable
box no problems dismiss in this video we covered everything that you need to know about bmw s n47
diesel engine from power and production to fuel efficiency and tuning potential the bmw n47
engine comes in different variants offering varying levels of performance the most common n47
variant the n47d20 produces 181 hp and 280 lb ft of torque the n47 engine shares similarities and
even common issues with other engines in the same family such as the n57 bmw n47 is a four
cylinder common rail diesel engine from bmw with many improvements over its predecessor the bmw
m47 overview of the bmw n47 engine the n47 engine is a household of turbocharged diesel engines
various in displacement from 1 6 to 2 0 liters notable for its aluminum crankcase the engine is
lighter and extra environment friendly than its predecessor the bmw n47 engine is a four cylinder
diesel engine that was produced by bmw from 2007 to 2017 it was used in various bmw models
including the 1 series 3 series and 5 series the engine diagram for the n47 engine illustrates
the different components and their connections the n47 is a four cylinder inline diesel engine
ranging from 1 6l 2 0l outputting up to 204bhp and as you can see from the data above the n47 has
been lumped into a fair few bmws the bmw n47 engine is a four cylinder common rail diesel engine
from bmw this engine replaced the m47 engine in 2007 and it was succeeded by the b47 engine in
2014 so it was in use between 2007 and 2013 when the n47 engine was launched in march 2007 it was
installed in the improved bmw 1 series bmw e87 and e81 models learn the correct head bolt torque
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specifications for the bmw n47 engine follow these guidelines for optimal performance and
reliability the n47 engine had common rail injection which injected fuel into the combustion
chamber via centrally positioned solenoid injectors or piezo injectors specifically n47 engines
producing up to 105kw had solenoid engines operating at 1600 bar basic bmw n47 engine specs the
n47 engine is a diesel engine that was introduced by bmw in 2007 this engine replaced the old m47
the n47 was produced until 2014 when it was replaced by the b37 for the 1 6l application and the
b47 for the 2 0l applications engine bmw n47d20 bmw n47d20 diesel engines with a volume of 2 0
liters have been produced since 2007 and are installed on all compact and medium sized models of
the concern including mini cars for some time such diesel engines were installed on many toyota
compact vans and crossovers the manual provides essential information on maintenance schedules
troubleshooting procedures and important specifications unique to the n47 engine it serves as a
guide for owners empowering them to understand their vehicle better and take proactive measures
to prevent potential issues we review and look at n47 tuning and provide tips on the best
modifications for your car bmw n47 are popular tuning projects and with carefully picked tuning
upgrades like remaps turbo improvements and camshafts you will substantially improve your driving
opportunities bmw replaces n47 engine with the new b47 being one of the best engines bmw has ever
built the n47 is now being replaced for every new model launch bmw has always paid attention to
comfort and performance and when we look at the much talked about bmw s diesel engines especially
the n47 it consistently comes up at the top the bmw n47 are awesome to work on and with carefully
chosen motorsport parts like a remap turbo kits and camshafts you will really maximize your
driving experience torquecars will examine the options for your n47 tuning and point out the
ultimate modifications
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bmw n47 wikipedia May 14 2024 bmw n47 is a four cylinder common rail diesel engine that has many
improvements over its predecessor the m47 in 2014 it was replaced with the b47 the usa market
never received b47 engine the only b engine in the us for a diesel was a b57 6 cyl in 2018 540d
the newest 4 cylinder diesel in the us was n47tu
bmw n47 engine specifications reliability problems and tuning Apr 13 2024 bmw n47 engines
received common rail injection system and turbocharging with intercooler the turbine used on the
first versions 116 hp and 143 hp is
bmw n47 vs b47 power tuning reliability efficiency Mar 12 2024 the n47 engine in the f30 320d
produces 181 horsepower peaking at 4 000 rpm and 280 lb ft of torque between 1 750 and 2 750 rpm
while the b47 in the g20 320d generates 188 horsepower at 4 000 rpm and 295 lb ft of torque
between 1 750 and 2 500 rpm
bmw n47 reliability efficiency and tuning bmw blog Feb 11 2024 discover the evolution of bmw s
n47 engine from early reliability issues to its current status as a paragon of performance and
dependability
all you need to know about tuning the n47 engine from bmw Jan 10 2024 the bmw n47 engine produced
from 2007 to 2014 is a notable powerplant known for its balance of performance and fuel
efficiency featuring a four cylinder inline configuration the n47 engine embodies bmw s
commitment to engineering precision delivering both power and refinement
everything you need to know about bmw s n47 engine youtube Dec 09 2023 no cable box no problems
dismiss in this video we covered everything that you need to know about bmw s n47 diesel engine
from power and production to fuel efficiency and tuning potential
bmw n47 reliability common issues is the n47 reliable Nov 08 2023 the bmw n47 engine comes in
different variants offering varying levels of performance the most common n47 variant the n47d20
produces 181 hp and 280 lb ft of torque the n47 engine shares similarities and even common issues
with other engines in the same family such as the n57
bmw n47 engine 2007 motor car history Oct 07 2023 bmw n47 is a four cylinder common rail diesel
engine from bmw with many improvements over its predecessor the bmw m47
bmw n47 reliability efficiency and tuning i love the cars Sep 06 2023 overview of the bmw n47
engine the n47 engine is a household of turbocharged diesel engines various in displacement from
1 6 to 2 0 liters notable for its aluminum crankcase the engine is lighter and extra environment
friendly than its predecessor
understanding the bmw n47 engine a visual diagram Aug 05 2023 the bmw n47 engine is a four
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cylinder diesel engine that was produced by bmw from 2007 to 2017 it was used in various bmw
models including the 1 series 3 series and 5 series the engine diagram for the n47 engine
illustrates the different components and their connections
lots of speculation over the n47 engine let s shed some Jul 04 2023 the n47 is a four cylinder
inline diesel engine ranging from 1 6l 2 0l outputting up to 204bhp and as you can see from the
data above the n47 has been lumped into a fair few bmws
bmw n47 all you need to know detailed answer Jun 03 2023 the bmw n47 engine is a four cylinder
common rail diesel engine from bmw this engine replaced the m47 engine in 2007 and it was
succeeded by the b47 engine in 2014 so it was in use between 2007 and 2013 when the n47 engine
was launched in march 2007 it was installed in the improved bmw 1 series bmw e87 and e81 models
bmw n47 engine head bolt torque specifications guidelines May 02 2023 learn the correct head bolt
torque specifications for the bmw n47 engine follow these guidelines for optimal performance and
reliability
bmw n47 engine 2007 on australian car reviews Apr 01 2023 the n47 engine had common rail
injection which injected fuel into the combustion chamber via centrally positioned solenoid
injectors or piezo injectors specifically n47 engines producing up to 105kw had solenoid engines
operating at 1600 bar
bmw n47 engine problems e90 320d 318d 325d others Feb 28 2023 basic bmw n47 engine specs the n47
engine is a diesel engine that was introduced by bmw in 2007 this engine replaced the old m47 the
n47 was produced until 2014 when it was replaced by the b37 for the 1 6l application and the b47
for the 2 0l applications
engine specifications for bmw n47d20 characteristics oil Jan 30 2023 engine bmw n47d20 bmw n47d20
diesel engines with a volume of 2 0 liters have been produced since 2007 and are installed on all
compact and medium sized models of the concern including mini cars for some time such diesel
engines were installed on many toyota compact vans and crossovers
bmw n47 engine problems a breakdown of issues and solutions Dec 29 2022 the manual provides
essential information on maintenance schedules troubleshooting procedures and important
specifications unique to the n47 engine it serves as a guide for owners empowering them to
understand their vehicle better and take proactive measures to prevent potential issues
comprehensive tuning guide on the n47 engine from bmw Nov 27 2022 we review and look at n47
tuning and provide tips on the best modifications for your car bmw n47 are popular tuning
projects and with carefully picked tuning upgrades like remaps turbo improvements and camshafts
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you will substantially improve your driving opportunities
bmw replaces n47 engine with the new b47 engine compare Oct 27 2022 bmw replaces n47 engine with
the new b47 being one of the best engines bmw has ever built the n47 is now being replaced for
every new model launch bmw has always paid attention to comfort and performance and when we look
at the much talked about bmw s diesel engines especially the n47 it consistently comes up at the
top
build the best modified n47 engine from bmw carref Sep 25 2022 the bmw n47 are awesome to work on
and with carefully chosen motorsport parts like a remap turbo kits and camshafts you will really
maximize your driving experience torquecars will examine the options for your n47 tuning and
point out the ultimate modifications
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